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We consider a continuous statistical mechanical system with a pair interaction 
in a region A tending to infinity. For low densities asymptotic normality of the 
canonical statistic is proved, both in the grand canonical ensemble and in the 
canonical ensemble. The results are illustrated through the Strauss process. 
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1. 1NTR00uCr10~ 
Since the introduction of the Strauss model [ll] in the statistical 
literature, there has been considerable interest among statisticians in using 
these models, and more generally Gibbs models, to describe planar point 
patterns. A description of the models may be found in the book of 
Kendall, Mecke, and Stoyan [6]. Statistical inference has, in particular, 
been discussed in Ogata and Tanemura [7] and Penttinen [S]. 
To facilitate the following discussion let us briefly introduce the Strauss 
process. Let A c R” be a bounded region in which we want to consider 
the process. Then the density of the process with respect to the Poisson 
measure on A is given by 
where N is the number of points and S = Ci Ii < j ~ ,l(]xi - xi1 < r) for a 
typical outcome {xi,. . . , xN} of the process. Here r is a fixed number, 
cn(8,, 19,) is a norming constant and the density exists only for e2 I 0. If 
we condition on N = n the density with respect to the uniform measure 
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becomes 
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Now, the norming constants ch(8,, $1 and c,,,(e) are not known explic- 
itly, making a study of the likelihood function and the maximum likelihood 
estimate very difficult. Similarly, the distribution of (N, S) is not known. 
Simulation methods have been devised to study the likelihood equation 
and the distribution of the estimates. This is feasible as long as the 
number of points is not too large. In the latter case one may resort to limit 
results; i.e., as the region A increases we have that 
where V(A) is the volume of A. The function k(8,, 0,) is not known 
either, but may be approximated through simulation by the left-hand side 
of (1.1) or by an expansion in powers of the density of points, i.e., 
p = N/VW, s ee Ogata and Tanemura [7]. For making statistical infer- 
ence one needs also an approximation to the distribution of the estimates, 
or-in the Strauss model-for N and S, as A becomes large. It is shown 
in this paper that for low densities asymptotic normality holds in the 
thermodynamic limit. 
The results given here may seem insufficient, in that they hold for low 
densities only. Actually, it is the present author’s belief that in the socalled 
canonical ensemble, see Section 3, asymptotic normality will hold for all 
densities. However, since there seem to be very few results in the litera- 
ture on asymptotic normality for continuous systems, it seems worthwhile 
to record the result here although it is incomplete. 
2. GRAND CANONICAL ENSEMBLE 
In this section we introduce a general pair interaction model and prove 
joint asymptotic normality of the number of points and the total energy for 
low densities. The result is stated in Theorem 1 below, but first we need a 
number of preparatory lemmas. 
Let A be a bounded region of R”, where v typically is 2 or 3. The 
sample space for our process is 
so that an observation is X = (X,, . . . , X,) with N random. We denote by 
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p the measure on Q which reduces to the n-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure on A”. The interaction pair potential 4: R” + R! is a measurable 
function satisfying 4(-x> = 4(x) and 4(O) = 0. We impose the following 
restrictions on 4: 
Temperedness. There exist positive numbers A, A, and R, such that 
c#4x) IAlxl-” for 1x1 2 R,, 
Stability. There exists a number B r 0 such that 
f c +( xi - xj) 2 -nB foralln,x, ,..., x,. 
l,J=l 
Finally, we may define the probability measure PA, z, p through the density 
where, for x E A”, 1x1 = n, and x = (xi,. . . , x,). For z > 0 and p r 0 
the stability condition ensures that the norming constant B is finite; 
actually 
5 exp{zV(A)e@), 
where V(A) is the volume of A. Note that the Poisson measure is obtained 
by taking /3 = 0 in (2.1). In statistical mechanics PA, =, p is called the grand 
canonical ensemble and E is the grand canonical partition function. 
Our asymptotic results, under the measure PA,z,p, will be in the limit 
where A tends to infinity in the sense of Fisher [3]. Let C be the collection 
of A-sets in the limiting operation. Then A + cc in the Fisher sense if 
V(A) + ~4 and 
SUP 
V((aA)“d’“‘) 
V(A) 
= o(1) as ff + 0, 
AEC 
where d(A) is the diameter of A and @AIs is the set of points in R” 
having a distance less than 6 to the boundary of A. 
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Let us first collect a number of definitions, 
c(P) = jle-@+@) - 11 dx, Cl(P) = sup c(Rep + iy) 
Iyl~lImPl 
1 
K(A, Z,p) = -logZ(A,z,j3) 
v/(*1 
(2.2) 
and 
@,P> = /mm ‘+k 0) for z > 0, p > 0. (2.3) 
That @(z, p) exists is proved in Ruelle [lo, Section 3.41. Actually, fi(z, p) 
= pp(z, p>, where p(z, p) is the pressure. 
LEMMA 1. Let z and /I be complex numbers with Re /3 > 0. Then 
B(h, z, p) has no zeroes in the region 
IzI < e- 2W3V-1/C(p)~ (2.4) 
Proof: If /3 is real there is a proof in Ruelle [lo, Section 4.21. The 
general case is indicated in Ruelle [91. 0 
Lemma 1 shows that we may define analytic functions f*(z, p) in (2.4) 
by 
f*(z,P) = [8(A,z,p)]“MA’. 
LEMMA 2. For Re /3 > 0 and 
1~1 < e-2(Rei3Wl 
/Cl(PL (2.5) 
the functions fA(z, p) converge to an analytic function f(z, /3). The conver- 
gence is uniform on compact subsets of the (z, /3> region given in (2.5). 
Proof. For (z, p) in a bounded region, we find that fA(z, p) is bounded, 
lf,,(z,P)I 2 ew(l-4 ew(B(ReP))}. 
Also, from (2.3) we have that fACz, /3) converges to exp(j(z, /3>) for z > 0 
and p > 0. 
Let l(p) denote the right hand side of (2.5). We first want to show that 
for fixed (zO, PO), with lz,,l < l(&,), fA(zo, PO) converges. Choose E so 
small that 
1~~1 + E < 5(S + i(lIm &I + E)) for IS - Rep,/ < E. 
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Fix 6 with (6 - Re &,I < E. Then Vitali’s theorem for complex functions 
of one variable [ll gives that f,,(z,6) converges for 1.~1 < lzOl + E. In 
particular, f*(z,,, 6) converges for 16 - Re &I < E. Again using Vitali’s 
theorem with z0 fixed gives that fJzO, /?) converges for IRe p - Re PO1 
< E and 1Im /z? I < I Im &I + E; i.e., f,,&, PO> converges. 
Denoting the limit function by f<z, p) we obtain, finally, from Vitali’s 
theorem for a complex function of several variables [4] that f(z, p) is an 
analytic function and that the convergence is uniform on compact subsets 
of (2.5). 0 
LEMMA 3. Uniformly for (z, p) in compact subsets of (2.5) we have that 
dk+/ dk+’ 
-K(A,z,@) 
dz kdP’ 
+ ylqz4) 
dz kdp 
for some analytic function fi(z, /3>. 
Proof. It appears from (2.3) that the limit f(z,j?) of f,<z,p> has no 
zeroes for z > 0 and p > 0. We may now proceed as in the proof of 
Lemma 2, using Hurwitz theorem [2], instead of Vitali’s theorem twice, 
and obtain that f<z, p) is not zero in the region (2.5). The uniform 
convergence of f,, to f then implies the uniform convergence of log fA to 
~5 = log f. Finally, C auchy’s integral formula for the derivatives of an 
analytic function gives that the uniform convergence of a series of func- 
tions implies the uniform convergence of the derivatives. q 
Before stating Theorem 1, let us notice that the stability condition 
implies that c(p) < 03 for p # 0 is equivalent to ~l~(x>ll(l~(x)l 5 I)& 
< CO and /1(14(x)1 > 1)uk < m. Thus if c(p) < CQ for some /I # 0, we 
have that c(p) < ~0 for all complex numbers p. 
Consider now a random element X with distribution PA,Z,p, where 
z > 0 and /3 > 0. Define 
N = 1x1 and s = ; f 4(Xi -Xi)* 
I,]=1 
The (i + j)th mixed derivative of K(A, z, p) is denoted by Key and, 
similarly, jjii denotes the derivative of fi(z, p). 
THEOREM 1. Let z > 0 and p > 0 satisfy (2.5). Then as A + CQ the 
distribution of 
m[ & -z~m(A), & + %1(A) I (2-f-9 
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converges to a normal dktribution with mean zero and covariance matrix 
[ 
a%0 + z”&l -Z&1 
-Zih - l- PO2 
Proof. The logarithm of the characteristic function at (s, t) of (2.6) may 
be written as 
,(,(A, ze”/fi, p - it/n) - K(A, Zd)} 
- @Klo( A) + if&o1( A), 
where V = V(A). Taylor-expanding this up to quadratic terms and using 
the uniform convergence stated in Lemma 3, it follows that the character- 
istic function converges to that of a normal distribution. 17 
3. CANONICAL ENSEMBLE 
In applications, the main interest will often be the interaction between 
the points, and not so much the overall intensity of points. In this case p is 
the parameter of interest and z is a nuisance parameter for the distribu- 
tion (2.1). Instead of the joint distribution of ([XI, S) one becomes inter- 
ested in the conditional distribution of S given that 1x1 = n. Denoting the 
latter conditional distribution by PA++, the density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure CL,, on A” is 
(3.1) 
where then 
This distribution is called the canonical ensemble. An important point 
here is that, of course, (3.1) may be a fairly accurate description, although 
(2.1) is not a good description of the joint distribution. 
In this section we prove asymptotic normality of S under PA,.,@, with 
n, A --t 00 in such a way that n/V(A) + p > 0, where p is sufficiently 
small. The proof consists in proving that Q<A, n, p) has no zeroes for p in 
a neighbourhood of PO and then proceeding in much the same way as in 
Section 2. To prove that @A, n, /3) has no zeroes we relate @A, n, p) to 
=(A, z, p) via an integral. 
First we define for fixed PO > 0, 
p(r) = ffi(e’, PO) and 
s=log r 
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LEMMA 4. Let PO > 0 be jixed and let r. < exp(-2/3,B - l)/~r(/3~) 
satisfy a2(ro) > 0 and Re $roeif, PO) < $(ro, PO) for 0 < It I I r. Then 
there exist S > 0, E > 0, and A, such that for A > A,, In/V(A) - p(r,)l 
< E, and complex p with Ip - PO1 < S, we huue that Q(A, n, p) z 0. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is that, due to continuity of fi and its 
derivatives, the properties stated in the lemma hold for r close to r. and p 
close to PO. Also, the uniform convergence of K(A, z, /3) and its derivatives 
to fi(z, p) (Lemma 3) imply, that similar conditions hold for KCA, re”, p) 
for A > A,, say. 
Let to = t,(A, r, /3) be the point at which Re K(A, re”, p) attains its 
maximum and let p. = p.,(A, r, p) and ai = a,‘<A, r, p> be the first and 
second derivatives of K(A, re’, PI at s = it,. Due to the choice of to we 
have that p. is real. The precise formulation of the above idea is that for 
any er, e2 > 0 we may find S,, S,, cr, c2, cJ, cq > 0 and A, such that for 
A > A,, Ir - r,l < 6, and IP - pal < a,, 
Ito1 < El, Re ai > $r2( ro), IIm a,21 < Ed, 
Re K(A, re”, p) 5 Re K(A, re”O, p) + max( - +cr( t - to)2, -c2] (3.2) 
and 
~(A,re”,p) = ~(A,re”~,p) + iPo(t - to) 
-;qgt - to)2 + w,c,lt - t,l3 (3.3) 
for It - toI < cd, where Ior1 I 1. 
From Cauchy’s integral formula we have that 
1 
Q(A,n,P) = - / 
E(L 5, P> d5 
27ri y ([ - O)“+l 
n 
re”, p) - it dt 
eVK(A, r&J, 0) = 
27rrn 
m22remcsn + 
/ It--f01 cc.4 
ew[ v( ipo(t - to) 
-in(t - to)] dt , 
1 
(3.4) 
where we have used (3.2) and (3.3). 
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By a possible reduction in 6,, there exists E > 0 such that 
(p(ro) - &,p(ro) + &) c {P(A, r,P)I Ir - r,l < 4) 
for all Ip - &,I < 6, and A > A,,. If In/V - p(r,)l < E we may therefore 
choose r in (3.4) such that p(A, r, /3) = n/V. Finally, we must therefore 
consider 
/ II--f”l <Cd 
exp(V[ - $,2( t - tJ2 + ~,c,lt - t,13]) dt 
= (va,22,)“* + O( 1). (3.5) 
Combining (3.4) and (3.5) we see that Q<A, IZ, p) is not zero for A > A,, 
with Aa sufficiently large. 0 
We now state a result on asymptotic normality of S in the canonical 
ensemble P,,, n, PO’ where PO > 0. We let p(A) denote the mean of S/L’, 
i.e., 
p(A) = ---$ ;losQ(hP, 
B=P0’ 
and for A + a~ with n/V + p, we let r denote the following limit, if it 
exists, 
--logQ<A,n,P) 
LEMMA 5. Let &, > 0 be fixed, A + m and n/V + p > 0. Assume that 
there exist 6 > 0 and A0 such that Q<A, n,P) # 0 for I@ - &,I < 6 and 
A > A,,. Then the limit T exists, and the distribution of @(S/V - p(A)) 
converges to a normal distribution with mean zero and variance 7. 
Proof We know from Ruelle [lo] that Q<A, n, /3>1/n converges for p 
real. Vitali’s theorem then gives that the convergence is uniform on 
Ip - &,I < 6 and the limit is an analytic function. Hurwitz theorem gives 
that the limit function is never zero. Thus we obtain 
uniformly on I/l - &,I < 6, where f(p, p) is an analytic function in j3. 
Cauchy’s integral formula implies that the derivatives converge uniformly 
as well. 
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The result of the lemma is then proved in the same way as Theorem 1 
above. 0 
It is clear that by combining Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we may prove 
asymptotic normality of S in the canonical ensemble by studying the 
function @(e, pa). We will now show that for sufficiently small r0 the 
conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied. 
Let 
i[ 
e2 
r *=(y - 
46 
+ ae2PB+1 c(P 
I 
-1 
) and p* = -$P( es, P) s=kJgr*’ 
(3.6) 
where (Y = 1 - cos(l). 
THEOREM 2. Let /3 > 0 beJiued, A + 03, and n/V + p < p*. Then the 
result of Lemma 5 holds. 
Proof. From Ruelle [lo] we have for p > 0 the Mayer expansion 
fi(z,P) = ii b” for 121 < e-2PB-1/c( P), (3.7) 
II=1 
where in particular b, = 1 and b, = i/[exp(-@$(x)) - 11~3~. Also we 
have the bound 
nn-2 
lbfJ s (n - l)! 
’ e2(“-2wC(~)“-1~ 
Using this bound we see that 
d2 
-&w P) s=,ogr 2 r - r 2f?.!$ c [re2Be+1C(p)]” 
>o for r < 
ii 
e2 
-1 
- 
2J;; 
+ e28B+1 c(p) . 1 1 
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Considering the real part of fi(re”, p), we find 
Re[b(re”,B) -b(r,P,] 
= - f&l - cos(nt)] 
-r(l - cost) + &b.lr”nV 
I 
2 
-r(l - cos ‘) + &b,lr” 
2 
1 
-r( 1 - cos t) + 2’ t2 2T?$Y,l - re2PB+lc(p)] -1 
T 
I 
-r(l - cost) + r2- e;g@ [l - re2L3B+qp)] -1. T 
This is less than zero if 
r < min 
i 
1 - cos t, 
[e2/4& + (1 - cos t,)e’~“+‘]c(p) ’ 
2( 1 - cos to)& 
[ f?/2J;; + (2(1 - cos t,)/t;)e2@s+l]c( p) 1 
= [e2/4G + le2pB+1]c(~) = r*7 
where we have taken t, = 1 and set cr = 1 - cos(1). 
Thus for r < r* the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied and, since 
r- < r* corresponds to p(r) < p*, we obtain the result of the theorem. q 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we evaluate, approximately, the bound p* in (3.6) for the 
density in the limit A -+ CQ. We do this for a number of models previously 
considered in the literature. 
EXAMPLE 1. The Strauss model in two dimensions. The Strauss model 
discussed in the Introduction corresponds to an interaction potential 4(x> 
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given by 
where r is a fixed number. In particular, the hard-core model is obtained 
by letting B + ~0 in the model (2.1). 
From the Mayer expansion (3.7) we have 
F(z7P) = 5 bnz” and p = z-&p) = 2 nb,z”. (4.1) 
n=l n=l 
Expressing z as a function of p and inserting in the series for JXZ, B), we 
obtain the so-called virial expansion 
jqz,p> =p+B*p*+B3p3+Bqp4+ ..-, 
with b, = -B,, b, = 2B,’ - $B3, and b, = 3B,B, - !$Bl- $B4. Now, 
the B,-coefficients are all defined through integrals of products of func- 
tions fij of the form 
fij = e-Pa-5) - 1. 
When fij is different from zero, it equals - 1 for the hard-core model and 
ePB - 1 for the Strauss model. It is therefore simple to evaluate the 
coefficients for the Strauss model in terms of the coefficients for the 
hard-core model. For example, B, is given by 
for the hard-core model, and the result for the Strauss model is then 
B, = - $rr2(ePP - 1). From the results in Hemmer [5] we obtain with 
that 
6 =e-B - 1 and b = $rr* 
b, = bi?, b, = b2 :[26’+ f(+ - $)a3 
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and 
b =b3 
4 
5-3E-16 a5 
T  3,rr= 
From (3.6) we obtain 
r*=a{[-& +,,,],b,,)-’ 
and combining with (4.1) and the above coefficients, we see that 
P* =;sw 
for some function g(p). In Table I below we have taken r = 0.1 and given 
p* as points per unit square, as computed from the first four terms of 
(4.1). 
EXAMPLE 2. Very soft-core potential in two dimensions. In Ogata and 
Tanemura [7] the potential 
4,(x) = -log{1 - fw[ -(l-d/u)2]) 
is considered, and the model (3.1) with p = 1 is studied. For this model 
we find that the bound p* from (3.6) is 
1 
P* = 7 * c,,,, 
where c,, is a constant. Using the first four virial coefficients given in 
TABLE I 
Upper Limit for the Density 
P 0.001 0.005 0.01 0.04 0.16 0.64 1.28 2.56 
P* 5355 1073 538 136 36 11.3 7.4 5.8 5: 
Note. The density is defined as the number of points per unit square, and the upper limit is 
for the asymptotic normality proved here for the Strauss model with r = 0.1. 
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Ogata and Tanemura [7] we obtain the approximation 
C “sc = 0.0534. 
If, for example, we choose u such that $,((O.l, 0)) = 0.5, we obtain the 
bound 5.0 points per unit square. 
EXAMPLE 3. Soft-core potential in two dimensions. Ogata and Tane- 
mura [7] (1984) also considered the soft core potential given by 
4,(x> = (“/lq, n = 4,6,8,12,16,24. 
As in Example 2 we find that 
Based on the first four virial coefficients we obtain the approximations 
c,,(4) = 0.0301, c,,(6) = 0.0394, c,,(24) = 0.0505. 
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